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LIMITED TENDER 
(Under Rule 16 of RTPP RULES, 2013) 

NIT NO: /2020-21 
pa N0. | 8/20 20-2 

1 Rajasthan Technical University (RTU), Kota invites the limited tenders for"Shifting

of server and racks at RTrU Kota"rom the original equipment Manufacturer/ 

AuthorizedDistributors / Authorized Dealers/ Vendor having GST Registration

Certificate and PAN Card asper technical specifications given in bid documents latest 

byaS...A../2021. The covers containing the bids must be marked "Shifting of 

server and racks at RTU Kota"DUE ON KI Q1. /2021. ( Cli| 21) 
2 The rates quoted should be F.O.R. Kota inclusiye of all charges eg. packing 

forwarding, local taxes, railway freight, transit insurance etc. 

3 GST:-It will be paid extra, if admisible/applicable. 
4 As far as possible bids should be given for goods of Indian manufacture and foreign 

goods which are readily available. Normally it would not be possible for this office to 

supply import license. As such, foreign goods quoted and proposed to be supplied, 

should be covered by normal import quota of the dealers. 

5 Details specifications and make of each item should be clearly given supported by the 

illustrated pamphlets wherever possible. Bids without specifying the make and other 

particulars may be rejected, the pay1ment will be made after the goods have been 

received, opened, checked and found to be in order and to our entire satisfaction. The 

accessories included in the equipment should also be clearly mentioned. 

6 Losses or damage in transit will be to the account of the supplier, in case of rates 

F.O.R. KOTA, The supplier may, if he so desires, get the goods insured and include 

such charges in the bided rate. 

7 PAYMENT: Payment shall be made through NEFT/RTGS within 30 days of the 

receipt of goods to our entire satisfaction. 

8 Your rates should be legally valid at least for Three months from the last date of the 

receipt of bid.


